
AbsoluteClimo’s 2019 Seasonal Hurricane, Typhoon Predictions Second To None 

HONOLULU (20 December 2019) - AbsoluteClimo’s climate physics and financial risk 
modeling dynamic duo, G๏TCHA™ and Clim๏Cats™, accurately forecast 2019 typhoons 
and hurricanes, non-repudiated, once again surpassing outdated climate model paradigms. 

“With the 2019 hurricane season in the northern hemisphere behind us, we are pleased to 
announce our consistent skillful forecast results which are second to none”, said Melissa 
Barrington (Climatologist, Physical Meteorologist, and Co-Founder Co-Founder of 
AbsoluteClimo). “The ultimate proof is in the non-repudiated forecast pudding. Climate 
models must demonstrate consistent forecast skill and be held accountable with skin in the 
game, if they are to be put into practice by society to assess future risk and confidently make 
mission-critical decisions with operational and financial consequences”, added Brendan Lane 
Larson (Climatologist, Physical Meteorologist, and Co-Founder of AbsoluteClimo).  

26 December 2019 update: Phanfone was a late December event which rapidly intensified 
into a typhoon Christmas Eve. Additional 2019 west Pacific typhoons are not expected.   

‣ Near perfect count in the west Pacific: 17 typhoons 
Clim๏Cats predicted ex-ante an above normal typhoon season in the north western Pacific 
ocean basin during 2019, with a most likely or expected outcome (ensemble mean) to meet 
or exceed 16 typhoons. Ex-post there were 17 typhoons which is above normal (Figure 1a, 
1b). We shared Clim๏Cats forecast during our April 2019 thought leadership presentation at 
the Worldwide Broker Network (WBN) Global Conference in Boston, and with Artemis. The 
2019 typhoon season was rough for some parts of Asia, for example: 

• Preliminary aggregated total economic losses indicate 2019 may have been the costliest 
west Pacific typhoon year on record at roughly $33.9B USD.  

• Japan: Clim๏Cats predicted ex-ante a most likely or expected outcome (ensemble 
mean) to meet or exceed two Japan landfalling typhoons in 2019. What happened ex-
post? Japan was landfalled by three typhoons: Francisco (first at Kyushu), Faxai (first at 
Chiba City), and Hagibis (first at Izu Peninsula) — none were landfalling super typhoons as 
correctly predicted by Clim๏Cats which expected to meet or exceed (ensemble mean) 
zero Japan landfalling super typhoons in 2019.  
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• Philippines: Clim๏Cats correctly forecast below normal seasonal risk direction for total 

2019 Philippines landfalling typhoons, yet Clim๏Cats also expressed a high confidence 
forecast to meet or exceed one landfalling super typhoon. The Philippines was landfalled 
(first at Gubat) by super typhoon Kammuri (Tisoy) in early December 2019, days after the 
Philippines become the beneficiary of a newly issued World Bank catastrophe bond. 

‣ Perfect count in the central Pacific: One hurricane 
Clim๏Cats predicted with high confidence a below normal 2019 north central Pacific 
hurricane season, with a most likely or expected outcome (ensemble mean) of zero to one 
total hurricanes, which is exactly what happened ex-post. Erick was the central Pacific’s lone 
ranger hurricane this year. Erick harmlessly passed well south of Hawaiʻi (Figure 2a, 2b, 2c). 
June 3rd the Honolulu Star-Advertiser wrote about our forecast — “Hawaii climate modeling 
company expects less risk this hurricane season”, which is notable for several reasons: 

• AbsoluteClimo is the only enterprise in the world (we are aware of) which publicly issued 
a 2019 seasonal hurricane specific forecast for the central Pacific including Hawaiʻi. 
NOAA’s Central Pacific Hurricane Center issues seasonal forecasts merely of tropical 
cyclones which include storms much weaker than hurricanes with negligible impact. 

• People with interests in Hawaiʻi were already on edge after 2018’s above normal 
hurricane season featuring six central Pacific hurricanes including Lane which frightened 
multitudes in Honolulu despite dissipating. On 22 May 2019 NOAA issued their 2019 
seasonal tropical cyclone forecast calling for a high probability (70% chance) of yet 
another above normal season, with only a 20% chance of a near normal season and a 
measly 10% chance of a below normal season. NOAA’s outlook emphasized a 
questionable El Niño, ocean temperatures, and low wind shear from their forecast tools.  

• Climate dynamics drive weather, G๏TCHA drives Clim๏Cats: G๏TCHA includes a 
breakthrough seasonal and annual Wind Shear Index predictor which predicted 
anomalously high wind shear in the east-central Pacific tropical storm formation region 
during the 2019 hurricane season. AbsoluteClimo was therefore unsurprised Flossie 
rapidly dissipated to less than hurricane strength before entering the central Pacific basin 
(Figure 3), despite coveted weather models such as the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) which forecast Flossie to move into the central Pacific 
as a hurricane with a Hawaii direct / near direct hit less than 10 days later. 
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• Our forecast verified as good news for Hawaiʻi: Clim๏Cats correct call of “Lower 
seasonal risk probable for Hawaii compared to 2018” unquestionably translated into 
good forward risk assessment for residents of Hawaiʻi, tourists, and business commerce 
this 2019 hurricane season compared with 2018 when millions of dollars of business 
revenue and employee wages were lost. Last year when Lane was in the vicinity of the 
island chain, numerous businesses including Ala Moana Center (the largest open-air 
shopping center in the world) closed, losing millions in revenue all told. In Waikiki, 
Starbucks and McDonald’s on Kalakaua Avenue both closed and boarded up, although a 
few Jamba Juices armed with better forecast risk analytics remained open and profited.  

• The 2019 quiet hurricane season was great news for Hawaiian Airlines customers and 
shareholders. During their Q3 2019 earnings call Brent Overbeek called attention to 
material financial improvement vs Q3 2018: “While our year-over-year traffic increase 
was largely expected in light of the weather events during the third quarter of 2018, 
we were encouraged by the relative yield strength in August and September that 
exceeded our initial expectations.” … and  “… Again, some of that is off of a base of a little 
more challenging quarter last year with some weather events we had here in the state.” 
On the Q3 2018 earnings call Hawaiian alerted shareholders the airline had flown some 
empty aircraft for a few days with hurricane Lane nearby even though Lane dissipated 
with minimal direct land impacts — Hawaiian’s CEO Peter Ingram spoke anecdotally 
(non-quantitatively) about the relationship between climate physics and the airline’s 
revenue risk when questioned by senior analyst Helane Becker who was curious about 
Hawaiian’s 2018 climate-driven revenue losses.  

• Ahmad Tadjvar, Director of Buildings Operation at Kahala Nui in Honolulu who also 
serves on the Board of BOMA Hawaii (Building Owners and Managers Association 
International), said: ”Building owners, Operators and Engineers will have to dedicate a 
large sum of money, time and other resources in order to properly be prepared for a 
hurricane season. The degree of preparedness is directly related to seasonal forecasts. 
Knowing the traditional government weather service agencies tend to operate on the side 
of caution with their forecasts, building engineers would be preparing for the worst case 
scenario. While there is nothing wrong with being prepared for the worst, one must also 
consider the cost of this level of preparedness to building owners and operators. One of 
the biggest concerns among the community is losing electrical power. Building and 
business owners must invest a large sum of money in generators and fuel to operate, in a 
finite amount of time, outside of the grid power. Depending on the size of the facility and 
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generator, one may have to invest hundreds of thousand dollars on fuel storage tanks. The 
generator fuels may have a finite shelf life, and the cost of maintaining the fuel at 
optimum conditions is an ongoing expense. If the fuel is no longer usable, building 
owners must treat it as a Hazardous Material that would cost tremendous amounts of 
money to dispose of. Knowing with a more precise degree of certainty, probability and 
confidence from skillful seasonal hurricane forecasts if the upcoming seasons will be 
relatively more or less benign, the degree of preparedness could be adjusted and 
thousands of dollars could be saved.”  

‣ Near perfect in the eastern Pacific 
Clim๏Cats correctly predicted a below normal hurricane season in the northeastern Pacific 
ocean basin, with a most likely or expected outcome (ensemble mean) to meet or exceed six 
hurricanes during 2019. Ex-post there were seven hurricanes which is below normal (Figure 
4a, 4b). By contrast, on 23 May 2019 NOAA issued their northeastern Pacific 2019 seasonal 
hurricane outlook calling for “… a 70% chance of an above-normal season“, “a 20% chance 
of a near-normal season“ and “only a 10% chance of a below-normal season.“ 

‣ Financially directionally correct: Atlantic - U.S. landfalls 
Clim๏Cats predicted an above normal hurricane season in the north Atlantic ocean basin, 
with a most likely or expected outcome (ensemble mean) to meet or exceed nine hurricanes 
and a 90% chance to meet or exceed six hurricanes. Ex-post there were six hurricanes which 
is near normal (Figure 5a, 5b). Ex-post, on 1 December 2019 NOAA declared the Atlantic 
season was above normal: “Overall, the 2019 Atlantic hurricane season featured above 
normal activity. In terms of Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) … activity in the Atlantic basin 
in 2019 was well above the long-term mean.” On 8 August 2019, NOAA pivoted and shifted 
their May 2019 Atlantic hurricane season forecast from near normal, toward above normal.  

• Clim๏Cats predicted below normal total economic losses resulting from U.S. Atlantic 
landfalling hurricanes in 2019. Pending final tallies, preliminary financials indicate this 
was a directionally correct forecast. We shared Clim๏Cats forecast of below normal U.S. 
losses in April 2019 at the Worldwide Broker Network (WBN) Global Conference. 

• Clim๏Cats predicted ex-ante a most likely outcome to meet or exceed three U.S. 
landfalling hurricanes this year. Ex-post two hurricanes landfalled the U.S.: Barry (first at 
Marsh Island, Louisiana) and Dorian (Cape Hatteras, North Carolina).  
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• Hurricane Dorian live cat: AbsoluteClimo advised, supported ILS partner: During the 
week end of 30 August 2019, hurricane Dorian forecasts from global numerical weather 
models operated by government agencies worldwide — which essentially every public or 
private sector weather forecasting meteorologist on the planet depends on — caused 
quite a stir in the live cat trading market. The consensus of these weather models 
predicted Dorian likely to make landfall on the east coast of Florida as a Major 
catastrophic hurricane after likely striking the Bahamas (Figure 6). Fueling the Dorian live 
cat market weekend anxiety, a French numerical weather model forecast the center of 
Dorian onshore near Port St. Lucie, Florida with a minimum central surface pressure of 
913 millibars, and a German weather model predicted a double landfall: first landfall in 
the vicinity of Miami and a second landfall in the vicinity of New Orleans. This double 
landfall scenario may have not seemed far fetched to catastrophe bond traders given 
that a few days prior, the “darling” of global weather models, the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), predicted a similar probable Dorian double 
landfall to occur September 1st through the 5th. Our Insurance Linked Securities (ILS) 
partner informed us they and the ILS industry were very concerned that week end on 
understanding the probability of both hurricane Dorian making a significant Florida 
landfall, and the additional likelihood of a potential second landfall for the same event 
had Dorian passed through Florida. Additionally, given it was the first major event of the 
season, many aggregate deductibles would not have begun eroding yet. The difference 
could have changed the loss from being a primarily insurance/reinsurance loss to a 
more heavy retro and ILS loss, e.g., a $15 - $20B USD industry loss or a $35 - $50B USD 
worst case scenario loss. At that time we informed and advised our ILS partner that our 

Clim๏Cats 2018 seasonal forecast for 2019 had just a 10% to 25% chance to meet or 
exceed one Major (Category 3 or greater) hurricane landfalling Florida. What happened 
ex-post? Dorian missed Florida entirely with little to no Floridian impact, there was no 
double landfall, Dorian made a brief landfall at Cape Hatteras with non-catastrophic 
impacts, and there were absolutely zero Floridian landfalling Major hurricanes in 2019. 
As we shared with the Asia Insurance Review in Singapore, climate dynamically drives 
weather, and the dynamic duo of G๏TCHA and Clim๏Cats are second to none! 

• G๏TCHA and Clim๏Cats are wholly independent of traditional government / academic 

climate physics models which are based on outdated primitive methodologies. G๏TCHA 

and Clim๏Cats are also independent of traditional catastrophe models which are 
struggling with climate dynamics as reported by the Wall St. Journal’s Price of Climate: 
“Climate Change Is Forcing the Insurance Industry to Recalculate” 
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Figure 1a. Clim๏Cats probabilistic forecast issued December 2018: 

Figure 1b. 2019 list of northwest Pacific typhoons by chronological order: 
1. Wutip (Betty), 2. Francisco, 3. Lekima (Hanna), 4. Krosa, 5. Lingling 
(Liwayway), 6. Faxai, 7. Tapah (Nimfa), 8. Mitag (Onyok), 9. Hagibis,                 
10. Neoguri (Perla), 11. Bualoi, 12. Halong, 13. Nakri (Quiel), 14. Fengshen,     
15. Kalmaegi (Ramon), 16. Kammuri (Tisoy), 17. Phanfone (Ursula) 

Clim๏Cats 2019 West Pacific Typhoon Season Count Forecast     
(number of typhoons)

Expected outcome:                                                                      16

1% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                  24

10% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                22

25% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                19

50% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                15

75% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                12

90% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                12

99% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                11

2019 West Pacific Typhoons Total:                                            17

2019 Normal Seasonal Count:                                                    15
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Figure 2a. Clim๏Cats probabilistic forecast issued December 2018: 

Figure 2b. 2019 list of north-central Pacific hurricanes by chronological order: 
1. Erick  
NOAA’s Central Pacific Hurricane Center 2019 summary: 
“The only hurricane of the season, Erick, briefly became a major hurricane on 30 
July after it crossed into the basin from the northeast Pacific. However, Erick steadily 
weakened after that as it passed far south of the main Hawaiian Islands.” 

Clim๏Cats 2019 Central Pacific Hurricane Season Count Forecast     
(number of hurricanes)

Expected outcome:                                                               0 to 1

1% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                     2

10% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   2

25% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   1

50% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   0

75% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   0

90% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   0

99% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   0

2019 Central Pacific Hurricane Total:                                           1

2019 Normal Seasonal Count:                                                      2
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Figure 2c. Track, intensity of Erick (courtesy of NASA, NOAA, Wikipedia): 

 

Figure 3. Maps, text courtesy of NOAA: The National Hurricane Center 
expected Flossie to quite likely enter the central Pacific (>140° west longitude) 
as a hurricane. A mere day later surprised by climate-driven strong wind shear 
missed by weather models, the Center lowered their intensity forecast:

  
Tropical Storm Flossie Discussion Number  14 
NWS National Hurricane Center Miami FL       EP072019 
1100 AM HST Wed Jul 31 2019 
“… The recent weakening of Flossie has been surprising since the shear 
was not expected to be as strong as observed. … “ 
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Figure 4a. Clim๏Cats probabilistic forecast issued December 2018: 

Figure 4b. 2019 list of northeastern Pacific hurricanes by chronological order: 
1. Alvin, 2. Barbara, 3. Erick, 4. Flossie, 5. Juliette, 6. Kiko, 7. Lorena 

Clim๏Cats 2019 Eastern Pacific Hurricane Season Count Forecast     
(number of hurricanes)

Expected outcome:                                                                         6

1% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                     9

10% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   8

25% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   6

50% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   5

75% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   4

90% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   2

99% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   2

2019 Central Pacific Hurricane Total:                                           7

2019 Normal Seasonal Count:                                                      9
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Figure 5a. Clim๏Cats probabilistic forecast issued December 2018: 

Figure 5b. 2019 list of north Atlantic hurricanes by chronological order: 
1. Barry, 2. Dorian, 3. Humberto, 4. Jerry, 5. Lorenzo, 6. Pablo 

Clim๏Cats 2019 Atlantic Basin Hurricane Season Count Forecast     
(number of hurricanes)

Expected outcome:                                                                         9

1% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                  13

10% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                11

25% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                10

50% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   9

75% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   7

90% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   6

99% Chance to Meet or Exceed:                                                   5

2019 Central Pacific Hurricane Total:                                           6

2019 Normal Seasonal Count:                                                      7
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Figure 6. Weather model forecast maps courtesy of NOAA and NCAR: 
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About AbsoluteClimo  
AbsoluteClimo LLC is a world leading business-to-business climate physics modeling, 
forecasting and risk management company headquartered in Honolulu, part of Hawaiʻi's 
community of world renowned experts specializing in atmospheric and oceanic science, 
climate research and modeling. Contact us at info@absoluteclimo.com. 

Climate is the accumulation of weather! 
###
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